Principal and independent components analysis of overlapping spectra in the context of multichannel time-resolved absorption spectroscopy.
The separation of overlapping absorption spectra in the context of multichannel time-resolved absorption spectroscopy and chemical kinetics is a particular case in the general problem of splitting the observed data into several linear components. Here, principal and independent components analysis are applied to kinetic data of iodine--ozone chemistry, which contains overlapping spectra of different absorbers. The objective of this work is to demonstrate a method which in spite of this overlap is able to extract separated time traces of such absorbers. These time traces are clearly a pre-requisite for any further accurate quantitative analysis. The statistical properties of data recordings obtained from flash photolysis of I(2) and O(3) have been studied to check if the requirements of the model are fulfilled. Results of separation in appropriate spectral windows displaying overlapped vibrational features are presented. Validation is made using prior information and conventional techniques.